1 Does UW accept the DTA? Last we were told, they did not!
2 Can students take a few classes at a four-year institution and transfer them back to a community college/technical school in order to complete their DTA?
3 We accept diversity courses from other community colleges. What is the policy for WA universities accepting diversity courses for students with a DTA?
4 At the UW advising conference (Highway to Husky), advisors were told that the DTA is not accepted as a package.
5 Are any 4-year institutions accepting alternative math options like Statway, which gets students to a college-level statistics course over 2 or 3 quarters?
6 how does financial aid work when a student from a 4 yr. inst. wants to take classes at a community college concurrently?
7 Do you know which 4-year schools have the reverse transfer agreements? Or how can we find that information out?
8 We have had several students who have come in with 20 Spanish CLEP credits, but only 75 credits total and have been awarded DTAs. How are we supposed to be giving them their 90 credits of transfer work?
9 Dual Credit Question.....If a student has a DTA made up of credit from Dual Enrollment coursework combined with coursework at a CTC is the DTA still accepted?
10 Many of our AST2 students end up taking 10-30 extra credits in order to complete all the coursework necessary to enter at junior standing for engineering programs. However, this means that after they earn the AST2, they are left without financial aid to earn those credits. What would the 4 years recommend to make sure students can transfer with junior standing like their peers while still accessing financial aid?
11 For international students bringing in transfer credits from overseas. How do those translate into a DTA and then move forward onto a 4 year institution?
12 If we want to create an articulation agreement between a program at our 4-year public university and the local community college, how do we go about that?
13 is there a way to notate students' high school FL on the community college transcript?
14 Do non-traditional students applying the UW still need to meet the requirement for 2 years of foreign language?
15 Does UW accept MATH 107 or MATH 146 within the DTA, or are students denied admission if they don't have MATH 98 or MATH 141.
16 For UW: If a student tests higher than Math 098 and takes college level math then transfers to UW-will they be required to take Math 098 at UW? Just clarifying the answer earlier about Math 098 as an admission requirement. Thanks.